
 

Egypt Academy 

8-23 September 2019


Alchemy through the eyes and sacred doorways of the Goddess.  

On our Egyptian journey this year….the Priestesses of the Sacred Grail of Egypt lead us into the 
spiritual mysteries of the Goddess. 


Egypt has been a refuge for the Holy Family through the generations. 


We retrace the path of the Holy Grail, and the steps of Mary Magdalene and Mother Mary, both of 
whom fled to Egypt and hid in the caves to protect their future generations. 




 
Mary Magdalene developed her womb healing rituals here, during this time, which she perfected 
and revealed in the Hathor Temple of Dendara, where her womb knowledge and soul retrieval 
technologies were hidden during the cycle of patriarchy. 


As we revisit the ancient caves of healing, we are gifted with her ceremonial healing rituals - the 
keys that unlock the dimensions of the Magdalene healing gifts and the powers of her lineage, 
why it was kept secret and how it was almost eradicated from the face of the earth. 


As we walk the ancient path of fear and persecution of the Chosen Ones, we imprint the new 
codes of peace and guardianship of the Christ Collective. We re-open the pathway of Mary 
Magdalene in Egypt. 





THE GODDESS TEMPLE TRAIL


The Magdalene path takes us through 
the goddess temples of Egypt, into 
the 3 portals of priestess initiation. 
You will meet with the Triple Goddess 
of Egypt: Sekhmet, Hathor and Bast, 
before you are initiated into the true 
lineage of the Goddess Isis - at their 
sacred shrines, in private ceremonies 
designed to honour your soul’s return 
to Source. 


The Temple of Sekhmet is at Karnak 
Temple in Luxor, the principal 
gathering place of the ancient 
priesthood. In a tiny darkened 
chamber stands the most powerful 
statue of the Goddess Sekhmet on 
earth, where codes and star lines 
descend directly from the Sirian 
stargates. Everyone has a powerful 
experience at this temple, and while 
we are there, we receive direct 
initiations from Sekhmet and the 
temple guardians who open our way 
when we are there. Through this 
initiation, the kundalini powers are 
opened and the tantric alchemy of the 
goddess begins to take place.


The Temple of Hathor holds the 
codes of the Magdalene priestesses, 
the lineages of the Womb of Creation. 
All the codes of creation are held 
here, within the secret chambers of 
light, sound and space. The ancient 
ceremonies of the Goddess were 
performed and developed here, along 
with healing techniques and birthing/ 
rebirthing rituals. Along with the 

customs and practices of the priestesses, you will be initiated into the technology of Mary 
Magdalene. This temple is a Venusian stargate with high frequency sound codes. It activates the 
crystalline codes of sound and light healing held within the Akashic Records. 




 

The Goddess Bast can be seen in all the cats of Egypt, who represent her spirit of protection and 
guardianship. She travels constantly with us through the land, and appears in signs, 
synchronicities, magical connections to the land and people, and talismans. 


Isis welcomes us at Aswan, to take us into her Temple at Philae. We will explore this Mother 
Goddess shrine through the depth of Isis teachings through the ages, and why Isis was, and still 
is, known as the Mother of the World. Once initiations in the inner chapel are completed, we will 
embark on a journey back through time - to the original spot where the Isis Temple was once 
situated. This forgotten location holds powerful original sacred energy of Isis. On this journey, the 
Goddess invites us in for the first time. We will meditate and hold ceremony on her sacred island. 


The Egyptian journey through the temples is also a journey through the chakras, and the energy 
system of the body. Each temple is aligned to a certain star and this aligns again to a 
corresponding point of the human body. By undergoing the initiations of each temple, you are 
fine-tuning the chakra system within you, opening to a new flow through celestial and earthly 
alchemy. The result, in ancient mystery school tradition, was the development of a higher 
consciousness, enlightenment, known as the golden key of alchemy. 


With each alchemical key, we will visit a powerful Egyptian temple, each dedicated to the different 
deities of Ancient Egypt, who in themselves represented the elements of creation that make up 
the universe. The Gods of Egypt were the living representations of the laws of nature. By entering 
their sacred spaces, you will be awakened to the living laws that govern existence and 
recalibrated to align with them naturally. Each temple visit is a healing and initiation - beginning 
with your Sphinx and Great Pyramid visit, into the Isis Temple and Abu Simbel, through Edfu, Kom 
Ombo, Karnak, Luxor Temple, Thebes and the West Bank ancestral valleys, Hapshepsut’s Temple 
and Nefertiti’s mysterious tomb. 


Every important temple in Egypt is encoded in this alignment, and the alchemy keys for each work 
with the Akashic histories and memories of allthere. 




 

Working with each chakra through meditation and anointing with oils will be essential to assist 
with processing of each temple’s energy. Through chakra healing and gentle assisted group 
activations, we will learn about the deeper meaning and codes of the Egyptian temples, through 
the bodies and wombs of all present.


The inner journey through the chakras will take place as we sail down the Nile in a luxury boat, 
encompassed by the water element of spaciousness and a new flow. 


When the keys of alchemy have been completed, we will activate the feminine codes at Dendara 
on 19/9/19, where a full awakening of the divine feminine will take place from this divine center of 
sound, light and ceremony.


Post-ceremony, we will return to Abydos for a celebratory and luxurious divine feminine spa 
immersion with smoke and herb rituals, sound healing, ancient Egyptian sand healing and other 
traditional therapies of the land. This will be the final completion and integration of the Magdalene 
codes and the final step of the rebirth process. 




During this training:

You will learn how to work with the advanced capabilities of light healing and working with Aurora 
oils to achieve the radiant light body. 


The symbols and codes of Ancient Egypt will become a new language that you will use to 
navigate a new reality.


Transmissions and energy downloads take place at all temples and energy vortexes, plus daily 
anointing workshops and rituals


Awakening of the Goddess Akashic Mysteries within you




 
Included on this journey are:

- traditional Egyptian healing rituals based on vibration and frequency

- ancient queen ceremonies with special herbs and woods

- visits to temples and portals off the beaten track 

- a special voyage to the original spot of the Isis temple where we will meditate to reconnect the 

past, present and future of her lineage

- Aurora Alchemy oils and butterfly essences

- training in the womb technologies of Mary Magdalene for practitioners and healers

- personal Akashic sessions and group healings





Itinerary Highlights:


Arrive in Egypt : 8/9/19

You will be greeted at the airport by our tour guides and escorted to your hotel


9/9/19 : Great Cat Opening Ceremony at the Sphinx (private entrance), White Lion 
Activations and meditation into the Akashic Record Libraries. After our ceremony, we will 
spend the afternoon at the Giza plateau connecting to the vortex, before seeing the whole 
landscape lit up at night for the Pyramids Sound and Light show. An incredible day of 
opening to the electric frequencies of the stars.


10/9/19: Magic Pyramid, Saqqara, Cairo Museum. 


11/9/19: Great Pyramid experience and entrance into the Kings Chamber. Fly to Aswan. 




 
Arrival at Philae. Isis Temple. 


12/9/19

Isis Mother Temple Day

Night markets


13/9/19: 

Elephantine Island Breakfast. 

Travel to Abu Simbel. Stay for Sound and Light show. Overnight in Aswan.


14/9/19: Board Nile Cruise, Kom Ombo


15/9/19: Nile Cruise, Edfu


16/9/19: Nile Criuse, Luxor - Luxor, the royal garden city of Egypt. Explore the valleys of 
Sphinxes and enter Karnak Temple, where we encounter the fierce feminine fire of the 
Goddess Sekhmet. Spend the evening by Luxor river and the legendary Temple of Man. 


17/9/19: Valley of the Kings & the Initiation Chambers of the Mother Womb 
Consciousness


A full day in the Valley of the Kings, into all the tombs of the Pharoahs,including King Tut’s 
tomb. This will be an extraordinary initiation ceremony into the royal codes of the Golden 
Age of Egypt. A powerful experience comparative to being in the Kings Chamber of the 
Great Pyramid, with many star codes and connections flowing in. A rebirth into the royal 
codes of Isis. 


18/9/19: Valley of the Queens & hapshepsut;s Temple


Queen codes flow in today, with the powerful feminine lineages of Hapshepsut and 
Nefertari, 2 women who ruled Egypt in different ways through its most abundant and 
progressive cycles.


19/9/19:

Travel to Dendara, to spend a full day of priestess ceremonial remembrance. Unveil 
knowledge of colour and sound healing within the healing chapels. Meditate under the 
Zodiac of Dendara to activate your star goddess codes. 


Check in at House of Life at Abydos


20/9/19

Abydos morning ceremony to open to House of Life spa immersion

Abydos Temple Tour 

Ancient Egyptian Sound Healing


21/9/19

Flower of Life spa rituals

Water Rituals

Ancient Egyptian Massage


22/9/19

Smoke and Incense Rituals- Full Day Scent Immersion 




 

23/9/19

Departure and Check out. 


You will travel back to Luxor to fly to Cairo, and return from Cairo to home. 


About Aurora Alchemy:


Aurora Alchemy oils are keys to the anointing traditions and rituals of Ancient 
Egypt. Their energies unlock the codes and portals of the temples of the 
Goddess, heal energy lines and deliver a boost of spiritual potential to all 
they anoint. They hold specific geometric codes and vibrational patterns that 
pulsate with embedded light, sound, colour and healing properties. These 
codes are aligned with the engineering and technological constructions of 
Ancient Egypt. When working with them and using them in Egypt, they are 
extra powerful because they operate within their original construct. The 
holographic wavelengths created by the oils enable attunement to the 
mystery traditions of the Egypt. 


http://auroraalchemy.com/academy-of-the-aurora-egypt


23/9

Leave (extended stays possible)


23-26 September

Abydos extended stay with extra visit to Dendara


27-30 September

Tel Amarna mountain


30 September

Leave Egypt


USD$4000 for 8-23 September

Each additional day USD$250

All inclusive food and board, inland travel, temple visits and all journey costs.


Not inclusive of tips, drinks and air travel to and from Egypt. 



